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PROUD TO BE A WOMAN
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 2016

Women’s Day celebrations reminds us about our mother’s, sister’s, wife’s 

and/or daughter’s love and care for us. The love of a women is considered to 

be divine, that’s why most of our Gods are women, that’s why we call our 

nation as motherland, that’s why we call our language as mother tongue, 

that’s why we call all the rivers with female names etc. This country has hon-

oured women and treated them like Goddesses, especially mothers. They have 

been the embodiment of love, patience, care and inspiration. The sleepless 

nightsnights that she endured during our sickness, the taunting moments that she 

tolerated when we were naughty, the exhausting moments of household 

chores that she underwent and the times when she silently supported every-

one in the house are extraordinary; How do we brand her, if not as “GOD”.

Women have reached new pinnacles and they are present in almost all the 

fields on par with men. They are everywhere, because their talents are recog-

nised; they are everywhere, because they are capable of multi-tasking; they 

are everywhere, because they are sincere in their work and they are every-

where, because they are responsible. 

To honour and recognise the contribution of women, NIA educational institu-

tions, pollachi celebrated International women’s day on 08.03.2016 at NPTC-

MCET campus. Tmt. D. Senthil vadivu, co-ordinator welcomed the gathering. 

 Tmt. Kanchana, Lecturer, Electronic and communication Engineering Depar-

tment presented the Annual report. Tmt. Gowri Manickam presented “YUV-

ASAKTHI AWARD” to Rev. Dr. Sis. Annammal loyala, founder and Co-ordinator,

 Sneha positive faces, Coimbatore, for her social work and to Ms, Aparajitha

 Balamurukan, International Squash player, for her excellence in sports
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Rev.Dr.Sis. Annammal, in her acceptance speech, listed the importance of 
self control for a healthy life and urged everyone to inculcate the habit of 
helping the needy people. Selvi Aparajitha Balamurukan in her speech 
quoted the importance of physical fitness, healthy life style and physical 
work out.

TTmt. Kavitha Jawahar, Senior Managing Partner, Reliance Life Insurance, Raja-
palayam, was the chief guest of the occasion. She insisted on the importance 
of women empowerment through Education. She requested all the women to 
become an inspiration in all walks of life and insisted that the role of women in 
the society is unavoidable. She expressed her innermost thoughts about the 
need for the upliftment of women with instant absorbance of courage, hope, 
determination and perspiration.

YUVASAKTHI FORUM has created an endowment to help the economically 
backward students who excel in academics. Dr. M.Manickam, Chairman, NIA 
Educational Institutions, Mr. M. Hari Hara Sudhan, Correspondent, Prof. C. Ra-
maswamy, Secretary, Directors, Deans, NIA school Administrative Officers, Prin-
cipals and Head Masters, graced the occasion with their august presence. The 
function came to a formal closure with the  vote of thanks by Selvi U. Dhanu-
sha, Dr. MCET.  

There are different forces that try to put down women and treat them as 
second class citizens, especially, the movies today in our society are horrible. 
They portray women as a time passing element and an entertaining object. 
Women need that support much from everyone from home, everyone at work, 
everyone in the school and everyone in the college. Let’s travel along with 
them and make their life’s journey comfortable and meaningful because only 
women can complement men.



This article will inspire everybody because it is written about the most 
beautiful creation of god, the women. You will be really amazed by the 
verity that the innocence of a woman can be changed into a factor of bold-
ness during critical situations. Obviously, the article is about a great 
woman, who was born in a destitute village and was brought up in a typical 
village lifestyle by her pat handed parents.

At a very young age, she had to be dropped out of her primary schooling 
due to her family circumstances. After that, she began to work at the farm 
fields in her grandma’s village. She had always been innocent, childish and 
adamant to her desire, which made her character more appealing. As days 
and months passed, as years flew by, time came where she was pushed into 
the second phase of her life, marriage. She got married to a man who was 
well-educated and was also a government employee.

SheShe was only at her eighteen when she got married, but her family circum-
stances compelled her to get married at that budding age. She was indif-
ferent and helpless and her childishness made her matrimonial life a mess, 
as she was even unable to manage even her own problems.

SANTHIYA.K
3rd Year CIVIL

MOM
AN EMBODIMENT OF LOVE
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In two years, she was blessed with a cutie pie. As people tell, evil follows every good hap-
penings, she was hit by a bolt from the dark. When her child was one year old, her husband 
met with an accident and was badly injured. His injuries caused his death within three 
months after the accident. This made her more fragile and weak, prone to danger. She even 
tried committing suicide but her child’s innocent face stopped her from doing it. She real-
ized that she had to live for her daughter and slowly started a new life, with a ray of hope. 
At the age of 22, she began to face financial problems in her family. Her family members 
tried to cheat her in order to seize her husband’s wealth, but she managed to identify their 
deceptive behavior and escaped from their crooked plans.

Within few years, she found herself infected by an incurable disease. At the same time, her 
family was already suffering from financial problems, so she decided to maintain her infir-
mity as a secret but took medicine for it. Though she was suffering, she brought up her 
child in the most endurable environment. Her small scale entrepreneurship with initial in-
vestment of one lakh made her fulfill her family’s need. Years later when her daughter was 
about to complete her schooling, her health condition worsened and she was informed by 
the doctors that she would live only for 6 more months. By this time, her daughter came to 
know about her mother’s illness .The women’s maternal relatives helped her hand in hand 
and promised to take care of her child after her death.

 But the lady uttered the words of boldness and courage, “My child has grown up and she 
can take care of herself because I’m the mother of my child”, and thanked them for their 
kindness and concern for her child. Now, the woman’s soul rests in peace and the girl still 
believes that her mother stays by her side all time. Thus the two souls have lived for each 
other and have made themselves brave and confident which keeps them bonded together 
even after death. This mother and daughter are only a sample from thousands of such sto-
ries in our country, especially our previous generation has seen plenty of such real stories. 
LetLet’s pay our respect to them.
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A WIDOW
SRINIDHI.G
3rd Year ECE
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My aspiration to become a civil servant is not an overnight thought but, “A Strong desire in 
my blood”, right from my childhood. I would really feel proud and contented if I have an op-
portunity to contribute and serve our nation, as the citizen and servant of India. From my 
point of view I would say, that no Civil Service is equal to defence service in our nation. In de-
fence service like army, Air force or Navy, the main objective is to protect people from un-
known foreign iniquity forces. But as a civil servant like IPS or other similar services, one 
would get a chance to protect the people, develop the quality of economic & social stand
ards and an uncorrupted environment.

While coming on to the preparation phase for civil service exams, it isn’t a piece of cake or 
easy task to accomplish your target in a short period of time. But with hard work and effec-
tive preparation you could possibly attain it in a short period of time. I have come across say-
ings like, “civil service is equal to completing two or three UG courses”. Hence the UPSC’s civil 
service exam is one of the toughest competitive exams in the world and one has to strive 
hard to clear this. One has to take clear notes while reading, because it is a long process of 
learning and it might be difficult to remember all those we have learned. I have involved 
myself in the preparation for Civil Services from my second year of BE course. I know that I 
am bit slow but I think I am steady in my preparation. We have to be aware, that whatever we 
learn for prelims would be of most useful for general studies part in Main Exam, so under-
stand the concepts in depth and then analyze it clearly, for it shall stay in your memory for a 
longer run.

Next area to be covered is current affairs. Current affairs plays an important role in prelims 
and in interview too. So practice the habit of reading authentic Newspapers, Magazines to 
stay updated. Concentrate more on National news, Economic news, Science & Technology, 
Parliamentary & State legislative affairs. During your college days keep on learning NCERT 
Books for subjects like History, Geography, Science, Politics, and Economics which are all a 
kind of prerequisites. So try to complete it within your college era. The soft copy of NCERT 
books is available at http://epathshala.nic.in/e-pathshala-4/flipbook/.

CRAVING TO BE
A CIVIL SERVANT
FOR THE NATION
D.Vasanthakumaran

3rd Year civil
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“YOU NEVER FAIL 
UNTIL YOU STOP TRYING”

- ALBERT EINSTEIN
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Civil service Exam is being conducted by the Central Government 
and all other State Governments of India. It’s a single exam for 24 
Postings like IAS, IPS, IFS, IRS, etc.. And it has got three phases,
1. Prelims ( Objective Type )
2. Mains Exam ( Descriptive Type )
3. Personal interview.

AAfter getting through all the exams, you can select a posting 
based on the rank criteria, which you scored through your main 
exam and Personal Interview. If you are in the top of the table, you 
can select your favorite service and home Cadre but with low 
score you won’t be able to choose a post as per your wish.

HaHave a conversation with people who have already appeared for 
the exam, and get to know the struggles and hindrances they have 
faced. Go through the previous year question papers and know 
about the question pattern which will keep on changing every 
now and then. The Preliminary Exam will be the deciding factor to 
enter into the main exam and personal interview. All you have to 
do is to work hard, set your target and strive towards it. In our 
CampusCampus there is a Study Circle at C-Block, 429A for UPSC exam 
preparation. Make use of the ample resources available around 
you. 



HAPPY
TO BE ALONE

One question has been following me for the past 7 months, almost all the people who knew me 

asked this question, “Why do you live alone?”, I couldn't reply a better answer than this one , “why 

shouldn't I?” After enjoying a whole year of hostel life, I made a decision to live as a local pollachian 

for a while. Yes, Pollachi is almost like my home town Nagercoil and the people are kind and warm. 

Who wouldn't like that? So we, eight friends vacated the hostel, found a new home, enjoyed, 

played, laughed, clashed and shared everything for the next one year. Like most of the people I was 

never satisfied with my decisions and this time I wanted to live all alone, like a stranger in this para-

dise.dise. I found a 10*11 room in Pollachi which is more than enough for my whole body to curl up. 

Here is what I have done in the last 7 months by living alone,

Read 19 books, Wrote few blogs, Clicked more than 5000 photos (excluding my selfies), 

Tasted biryani from nearly 15 hotels in Pollachi alone.( Hotel Ashok is the best for your 

money), Made some friends without  considering any age difference of 40 and above, 

Cleared  3 arrear papers in Mathematics in a single night’s study, Toured 50% of Pollachi in 

bike, and finally became a frequent user of quora.

It may not sound a big deal, but to me, it's almost like an entirely a new personality in disguise, 

which you would expect from your favourite actor. Once you find how to enjoy your own company, 

in my experience I can assure you that won't feel bored. Being alone is completely different from 

feeling alone. You may not break a mountain or write a novel (a national best seller blah..blah..blah 

). At least you can spend your own time for yourself. Solitude is never an unimaginable state but a 

state, where you could discover yourself, your likes, wants, needs and many more about you. It’s the 

only time you can be yourself. Isn’t it blissful to listen to the rhythm of your own heart and love 

youyourself? You can take decisions for your life by being yourself without anybody’s opinion in it, isn't 

that the real freedom? With the increase in freedom, increases the creativity of an individual. There 

is a misconception that solitude is same as loneliness. When a person enjoys and understands the 

state of solitude he/she will never ever feel lonely. Besides these, being with yourself will make you 

realize your own powers. 

Disclaimer: Once you have started enjoying your own company, it is proved that loneliness be-

comes too addictive and will improve your soul.

Vishwanathan 
3rd Year Mech
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  Many of us have the confusion to distinguish between information 
and knowledge, so let me first differentiate them clearly. Information is 
something you receive from someone but knowledge is a skill acquired 
by experience or it is the awareness or understanding of someone or 
something such as facts. Let me explain it to you through examples.

  Information is to know that there are 20 recognised religions in this 
mighty world and 6 recognised religions in our country, but Knowledge 
is to know that we are all human beings belonging to one religion 
known as HUMANITY. According to Human Rights Watch Public Re-
ports, on acts of religious deaths in India, during 2005-2009 period, an 
average of 130 people died every year from communal violence or 
about 0.01 deaths per 100,000 population which is a  huge number.

 Information is to know that your mobile phone or your tablet has an 
8.0 megapixel front camera with an LED flash, which can capture amaz-
ing selfies, but knowledge is to know that there are certain places or 
circumstances in which a selfie could become catastrophic. In 2015, In-
dians, taking selfies died posing in front of an oncoming train, in a boat 
that tipped over at a picnic, on a cliff that gave way and crumbled into 
a 60 foot ravine and on the slippery edge of a scenic river canal. Ac
cording to TIMES OF INDIA the most number of selfie deaths in the 
world occurred in India taking the count to 16 deaths in 2015.

INFORMATION
 KNOWLEDGEVS

SUKESH RAVI
2ND Year MECH                                                                                                                               

 Information is to know that splitting an atom by using high speed 
neutrons produces enormous energy through nuclear fission reac-
tion, but knowledge is knowing that this enormous energy can be 
used to produce electricity and satisfy the human needs rather than 
just knowing that the same energy could also be used to create nu-
clear war heads to produce mass destruction.                                                                                                                                     
According to INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGN TO ABOLISH NUCLEAR 
WEAPONS (ICAN), nine countries in this world possess a total of 
15,695 nuclear weapons. The United States and Russia account for 
93% of them. These nuclear weapons are sufficient enough to end 
the human race and turn the Earth into a ball of ashes.

 Information is to know that social media apps like Facebook can 
be used to connect with your known friends and also find new un-
known friends who are miles away from you and also knowing that 
as of now there are 1.3 billion Facebook users around the globe, but 
knowledge and value is about knowing something about the 
person sitting next to you (at least his name). In today’s life style, 
man has become a slave to social media. According to Common 
SenseSense Media, on an average a teenager spends 4 hours a day on 
social media and spends atleast an hour on Facebook.

 What I have presented here is the information for you from my 
knowledge.
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INPLANT 
TRAINING AT HCL

Harshavarthan
2nd Year CSE CRUSADE  |  10



Fathima Hussain
2nd Year IT

“Dream is not what you get in sleep, it is something that doesn't let you sleep” 
- Dr.A.P.J.Abdul kalam

 

EEveryone dream of something but most of us dream just in our sleep. Without 
dreams, we won’t be able take our life to the next level. It is our dreams which 
lead to actions and keep us on our toes. All of us merely dream of becoming 
someone extra-ordinarily special but the hitch is that we don't have the valor to 
pursue it.

  If everyone has the courage to chase their own dreams, everyone would have defi-
nitely been out of the ordinary and triumphant. Only few, very few among us have 
the ability to stand out among others. It is not that most people don't have the 
courage and ability, but it is the trepidation of failure. Those fears take a huge form 
of a creature within us and pull us back by raising questions like, “you are just a 
common person and how come you can achieve those things?”, and suggest us to 
be simple like others. But one must understand that fear is just a “FALSE EVIDENCE 
APPAPPEARING REAL”. Build yourself with the courage to face failures, because who 
knows those failures might be the stepping stone for your success.   

 Failure may be painful but if you don't have the mental strength to face it, you 
might get stuck up with it. If you want to step out of the pain you are about to face, 
then there is no use of dreaming. Dreaming and acting upon it would take you to 
the destination where you want to be and who you are meant to be. Act on it and 
work for it because every failed attempt will teach you what not to do, learn from 
it. If you don’t fail today you are going to fail somewhere, so fall hard and pick 
yourself up and keep moving on and that is how we can achieve success. 

  Nothing is impossible for people with courage to face failures. If you have a 
dream, work on it, make smarter plans and work hard. Be the one you wanted to 
be, nothing is happier than achieving what you wanted to be. Don't lose hope on 
yourself and may be its time for you to get up and run towards your dream. If you 
are tired of trying then slow down, walk your way towards your dream but never 
stop. Don't be afraid of losing, so dream big, work hard...
 

BE THE ODBE THE ODD, START DREAMING AND SUCCESS WILL FIND YOU!

BE THE 
ODD
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LIFE
IS COLORFUL

N.REVATHI
1st Year IT

Our life is something special and kind, it gives us everything without 
any expectations from us. Life is neither a bed of roses nor a smooth 
road, it is full of ups and downs but still it has many facets of bless-
ing and successes. Life is very vibrant and colorful and it comprises 
of various colors like happiness, joy, pleasure, wonder, care, surpris-
es, etc. But at times, we are so careless that we don’t realize it. Imag-
ine a blank canvas and painted canvas are set up for an auction. The 
painted canvas is very colorful with love a bright red, joy a nice 
orange, peace a deep purple, patience a grass green, kindness a 
dark green and self-control a beautiful blue while the blank canvas 
symbolizes emptiness and nothingness. It is pretty sure that all of us 
would be ardent to own the colorful canvas and not the blank one. 
Similarly, when we fill our canvas (life) with colors, we become the 
role models and examples for others to follow. Don’t let the empti-
ness of the world influence your life, instead replace the emptiness 
with enthralling colors.

Meanwhile, try to color other people’s life too; it could also make 
our life more appealing and colorful. Just wake up from the slumber 
of darkness and start filling your life with the colors of your choice. 
Sometimes, we have to see people as crayons. They may not be our 
favorite color but we need them to complete the picture of our life. 
We have to just accept it and most importantly, we should not be an 
eraser, but must be a unique crayon which makes their picture inclu-
sisive. As CHARLIE CHAPLIN quoted, “I have many problems in my life 
but my lips don’t know them, they always smile,” life is meant to be 
colorful, so never stop creating, exploring, innovating, and spread-
ing your own colors.
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POETRY
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POETRY
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Guru varan  P
2nd Year EIE

ROCK AND ROLL
Days passed and I gained more and more confidence that I too can succeed in life. Every-

thing changed, the boy who was wearing a patched shirt once, is able to afford a “LEE-

COOPER” now. The society respected me and blood rushed into my veins when I saw some-

ething that affected the society. ”YES I am a jawan”, I got my first posting in “INS UDAYAGIRI”.

 Loaded with 300 members, we set sail into the massive ocean, the ship roared towards Si-

ngapore for a goodwill visit. At nineteen years of age, I didn’t expect myself to land up in this

 place. Our boys roamed every streets of Singapore and I got a Philips radio which I always

 wanted to have in my room. Singapore was followed by Mombasa, sessile and various other

 places whose name were so new to me. Our ship completed its six months voyage in sea and

 I was on my way to pudukottai for my holidays. I sat in the train and my memories flew back

 to those tedious days when I had to wake up early and do all the household chores but now

 everything has changed, I am running my family; all my brothers and sister were studying in

 my earnings . My mother walked with pride and all my uncles who refused even to touch me

 once, came and hugged me. After two days, I started smelling the rusty smell of Pudukottai.

 Rav Ravi was waiting for me in the junction. We went home and I was so hungry and so my mom

 made me some good food. I ate it and gave my mom seven hundred rupees, which was a big

 money in those days. I gave Mahendran a watch which I bought in Singapore and ravi, a

 “Ray-Bon Aviator” glass. I bought some clothes for Mala, a silk saree for mom and a blazer

 for my father about which he was so much crazy from his college days. I gave everyone ev-

erything and finally placed the radio on the desk and turned it on. The songs which I heard

 were not just songs; they were my dreams. When you have that search for small happiness

 from childhood, you will be in tears when you achieve them.

Will Continue............ 



VIDHYASANKARI
2nd Year M.E NIGESH

2nd Year MECH
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PUZZLES



FEEDBACK

THE TEAM
Thank you for sharing the Crusade - Feb edition with us. The college journal is well 

edited and articles interesting.  Will work with Jagan and the Chennai campus team to 

reach out to the students on the editorial board and other student contributors of Cru-

sade and to get them oriented to Campus Commune and seek ways where they can 

showcase their talent to the larger student community on Campus Commune - Dilip 
Murugesan K - Corporate Talent Acquisition Group - TCS

I had flipped through the pages and find the content and style very good. Please share 
my compliments to the entire editorial team. I am also marking this email to my 

Campus Commune team who will connect with you/ faculty & students behind this ini-

tiative to be active contributors in 'TCS Campus Commune' platform - Vasudevan 
Rajagopalan - Human Resources - TCS

Thanks for sharing this, Sir !! I was amazed by the quality of the articles and the layout. 

Kudos to the editorial team. Happy to see that students from different years and disci-

pline have contributed to this newsletter. This is a great initiative by the student com-

munity. I'm very impressed. Keep it up. - Saro Velrajan, Delivery Head, Verizone 
Data Services

Hi, Good Effort! It looks good - Thalapathy S, Head - HR, Honeywell Factory

Good to see this newsletter, a good initiative! - Satyanarayanan Visvanathan - Vice 
President,  Global Delivery  ll CSS Corp Pvt Ltd ll

I am regularly going through crusade and the way of presentation was attractive in 

recent times. Great work by the designing team. In feb edition the article about place-

ment was good. I guess you are rocking with a great team - Nishanth Sridhar -(EEE 
2011-2015) |APP.SOFTWARE DEV.SR ASSOC.CNSLT|NTT DATA Global Delivery 
Service Private Limited


